The Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is an emerging technology which have quality, effectiveness and administration quality. On the contrary, traditional network inside part passage steering conventions ruin the viable acknowledgment of modern activity designing approaches in legacy IP systems. Virtualization of the network could easily be assuring the network performance and virtual network are logically connected with one physical machine so that data could easily be send and get information from one virtual machine to the next machine. The purpose of this Paper is to analyse the traffic of MPLS using physical and virtual networks. This Paper will show that MPLS could also be run on physical and virtual networks. MPLS is running nowadays to provide local area network speed into the wide area Network.
INTRODUCTION
The motivation behind this paper is to dissecting the MPLS network. MPLS network is divided into two parts; Core network is used to connect one side of the customer end to another side. Cloud in the diagram shows that the core network is depended on the virtual routers that connected in a mesh. [7] Using MPLS, we could increase the efficiency of the packet passing through them [7] . This figure1
shows that MPLS can work on both virtual & emulated network, while both devices can work in a same network by connecting virtually with one another. Access network is a network when traffic analyzing starts from one side of the customer End too other side. We will analyses traffic performance on both virtual & physical network to verify, which one would be best to test. 
Virtual Networking
Virtual networking is defined as the network setting in the virtual box. Virtual box supports eight virtual Ethernet cards for each virtual machine and it can be setup individually or as well as the hardware that will be virtualized. Host-only networking is the additional networking mode which added in the Virtual Box. [9] It is often thought of as a central piece between the bridged and internal networking modes. [9] In bridged networking, the virtual machines will consider to one another and also the host as if they are connected with the physical LAN switch. [5] Similarly, like internal networking but, Virtual machine must connect to the physical interface to communicate with the outside network [5] . 
Related Work
Utilizing MPLS exchanging method the 
Simulation
Testing and performance of Physical and virtual network by using GNS3. 
Scenario 2: (Mikrotik Linux virtual platform)
Figure3: showing the test topology used for the testing of Mikrotik virtual OS and its performance
Performance Evaluation
Performance graphs captured on the monitoring server as a result of sending packets from the source to the respective destinations.
Throughput
In physical network, data sent about 1Mbps and its start from source that is traffic in which is fast Ethernet 0/1, peak traffic in is 752kbps but its average is about 522kbps while traffic out which is fast Ethernet 0/0, peak throughput is 764kbps but its average is about 530kbps.
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Author email: abrobasit@hotmail.com mehvishabro03@gmail.com In virtual network, data sent about 1Mbps and its start from source that is traffic in which is ether 2, peak traffic in is 748kbps but its average is about 642kbps while traffic out which is Ethernet 2, peak throughput is 1021kbps but its average is about 575kbps. 
Delay
In physical network, data sent about 1Mbps and we found so much delay in that network because its reached at maximum level that is 121msec and its minimum delay level is 30msec.
Figure6: delay of physical network
In virtual network, data sent about 1Mbps and we found so much delay in that network because its reached at maximum level that is 8msec and its minimum delay level is 3msec.
Figure7: Delay of virtual network
CPU utilization
In Physical network, CPU utilization was directly shot up to 12% then it had been stable at 16%. It directly put impact on the hardware performance.
Figure8: CPU utilization of physical network
In virtual network, CPU utilization was increasing slowly from 2% then it had been stable at 5%. It directly put impact on the hardware performance. 
